
INSTALLATION

Step One – Verify all materials are included.

Be sure your purchase contains the materials you’ve requested. This should include the key cap itself, the hinge 
mechanism and a rubber cup (optional) which will be under the key when install is finished.

                              

Step Two – Install rubber cup. (Skip this step if the cup is already in place)

If the rubber cup sits underneath the hinge assembly, it must be installed before
proceeding, as access will be limited once the hinge is in place. 

To install, apply a small amount of glue around the outer rim of the cup and 
set it as centered as possible over the circular area of the underlying keyboard circuit.

Allow ample drying time before proceeding!

Step Three – Separate hinge from key cap and begin 
installing hinge mechanism.

Hinges are pre-attached to key caps for protection during shipping and
must be removed to install. Please take note of the orientation of the
hinge mechanism to assist with installation.

There are two small metal tabs on either side of where the hinge assembly will be placed. Simply place one end 
into and under the metal tab and repeat for the opposite side. Be careful not to bend the tabs out
of shape or they may not hold the hinge assembly properly.

Step Four – Complete hinge install and snap key cap into place.

With the hinge now properly installed, you can snap the key cap into place.

Some large key caps utilize thin metal bars underneath as reinforcement.
These are generally pre-attached to the key cap and are easy to install.

Simply place each end of the metal bar into the corresponding holes or brackets on the
keyboard. Place the correctly oriented key cap centered over the hinge mechanism

and press down. If the key cap clicks into place, you’re all done! 

Tools Required:                          
                           Flat Screwdriver

                    Super glue

Difficulty:  Moderate


